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First Year
Fall Semester (16 semester hours)
UNV 1000 Freshman Seminar
ENG 1050 Composition I
SOC 1020 Introduction to Sociology
General Education
General Education
General Education
Spring Semester (16 semester hours)
ENG 1060 Composition II
SOC 2090 Social Problems in a Modern Society
MAT 1050 College Mathematics
General Education
General Education
General Education PED (1)

Second Year
Fall Semester (16 semester hours)
SOC 3000 Sociological Writing & Rhetoric (WD)
SOC 3600 Social Statistics
General Education
General Education
General Education
General Education PED (1)
Spring Semester (16 semester hours)
SOC 3060 Sociological Theory (WE)
SOC 3610 Social Research (WE)
General Education
University wide elective
University wide elective

Third Year
Fall Semester (15 semester hours)
Sociology elective (see below)
University wide elective
University wide elective
University wide elective
University wide elective
Sociology elective (see below)
University wide elective
University wide elective
University wide elective

Fourth Year
Fall Semester (15 semester hours)
Sociology elective (see below)
University wide elective
University wide elective
University wide elective
University wide elective
Sociology elective (see below)
University wide elective
University wide elective

- Courses underlined are general education requirements. Please note that SOC 1020 and 2090 are counted in general education and major requirements and you could have an additional 6 hours of university wide electives.
- Courses that are offered as writing intensive courses are noted above as (WE/WD). Be sure to take 9 hours of writing intensive with one class as a WD course. Make sure you choose the section noted as WE/WD in Braveweb when you schedule classes. If you are unable to take them in your major, they can be picked up in some general education courses and in your university wide electives. SOC 3030 and 3130 are also taught writing enriched.
- **Sociology Electives:** Choose 5 additional courses with a SOC prefix. At least 2 must be at the 4000 level.